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NAME OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM: “THE P FACTOR”

DATE AND VENUE: 18th February, 2018, Centurion University of Technology and
Management (CUTM), Paralakhemundi campus.

ABOUT RESOURCE PERSONS:
1. Dr. Girish P Rath is a Faculty member from SoM, CUTM, Paralakhemundi.
2. Mr. Susant Sahoo is working as a Branch Head in HDFC Bank, Paralakhemundi
3. Mr. Narayan Mahapatro is a technical person working in FLEX-IN
4. Dr. Rashmi R Parida is working as a PGP Coordinator from SoM, CUTM,

Paralakhemundi
ABOUT THE SESSION:

1. Dr. Girish P Rath in the first session has covered on the components of a product from
the conceptual stage to the end users experience and loyalty. The session referred
student members as sample products and rotated around the Features, Differentiation,
Value additions and brought into Curriculum Vitae, the ways to empower it for a
better employability and income generation options. The long stretched interactions
helped the moderator in identifying the gap and rendering a solution to the same.
Students imagining them as products and giving a finite jurisdiction with marketable
features was the major take home of the Session.

2. Mr. Susant Sahoo in the second session focused on the financial market in reference
to HDFC Bank. The participants were transported to the industry &amp; market
realities. The strategy followed by HDFC to stand apart, to promote and popularize
the financial products, the challenges &amp; limitations, managing competition
&amp; competitors and counter strategies were discussed at length. Due to
encouraging enquiries by the participants the session was stretched till the last
participant gets the doubt cleared.

3. Mr. Narayan Mahapatro in the third session focused on the promotional factors
keeping the consumers point in view. Apart from the theories the rich experience of
the resource person highlighted the advertising needs, choices, trends, ad-spending
and space selling tools and techniques (of Gajapti District as the sample) as an
entrepreneur and his strategies to cater the same to a delight. The question varied from
entrepreneurial risks, the journey to future expansion plans.

4. Dr. Rashmi R Parida in her session invited the participants to a critical thinking zone
on branding, its need, evolution, and trends. The moderator successfully transformed



them to a self-branding platform &amp; it’s much required employability/income
generation features. Value additions concepts like Power Branding, Brand Crash,
Denial, and Retention were also introduced to the participants in an edutainment
mode.

OBJECTIVES: To invite, involve and integrate students to the various components of
management functions and rendering a firsthand experience of managerial skills.
rendering a firsthand experience of managerial skills.
OUTCOME: The success of the workshop was visible from the enthusiasm of the
participants with unending, varied questions to meet the appetite for knowledge on
marketing. Relating the happenings around them with planned stimulus that lead them to a
decision making point, strategizing to be loved, liked to the level of loyalty created more
questions to ask and explore further. The workshop was declared close by Prof. Rashmi R
Parida, PGP Coordinator, SoM with obligation extended to Prof. Durga P Padhy, Dy.
Registrar CUTM, Mr. Timmy Sabar &amp; Team MRC, Resource Persons, Faculty &amp;
Student Coordinators till the next lead.
Dr. Tapas K. Panda, Dr. Girish P Rath coordinated the workshop with active support of team
led by Mr. Smruti R. Parida, CUTM Paralakhemundi Campus.

No. of Participants: 84
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